
Deceptive Design, 
Gamification, Nostalgia and 
You: Content Creation in the 
Digital Age
There is no escape—we are in the Digital Age. Pay attention and look around while on 
transit and count the number of people not on their phone. We are consuming content at 
a near constant rate. Reading a newsletter, scrolling past funny memes and Tumblr posts, 
binging the newest TV series, checking friends’ stories, etc.— ad nauseam. Boredom has 
been eradicated—replaced by the endless content stream. French poet and philosopher, 
Paul Valery (1871-1945) remarked: 

Just as water, gas, and electricity are brought into our houses from far off 

to satisfy our needs in response to a minimal effort, so we shall be supplied 

with visual or auditory images, which will appear and disappear at a simple 

movement of the hand, hardly more than a sign. (Valery, 1928)

He was making a point about the power structures being flattened in the Art World and 
distribution, democratized—an especially prescient statement in the early 20th century. The 
average consumer isn’t only a consumer, they are content creators too. However, content is 
created by people usually, a kind of artist; writers, painters, animators, musicians, etc. and 
they are being brought to the brink of delivery. Content has sublimated artwork as the object 
in which we share information, ideas and culture: imitating the rise of Impressionism in the 
early to mid-20th century. Skeuomorphism of the digital landscape mirrors the traditional 
Art World through the use of deceptive design, gamification and digital reproduction 
and they have redefined the value of art and effort in the newly dubbed Content Creator 
Economy, which in turn, has contributed to burnout and other mental health issues of its 
participants.

Nostalgic Design
Skeuomorphism can be defined as introducing a feature or element to mimic a more familiar 
aspect of an original design to a novel product; it allows almost instant familiarity with the 

function of a design element as to ease the learning curve. Look at the floppy 
disk being used as a “Save Document” icon, in user interfaces, even though 

such disks have been out of mainstream circulation for decades. Or the 
shutter sound on a phone’s camera—a nostalgic metaphor to make 

the medicine go down. Skeuomorphism impacts the way a user 
interacts with a platform, leading to more engagement and taking 
larger risks (Okazaki, 2021), especially considering personality 
traits like vanity.

A stark example of this skeuomorphic practice can be seen in 
Instagram’s branding and app icon history. When first launched in 
2010, the icon was reminiscent of an old Polaroid camera, a way 
to signal to the original users what the application was meant as, a 
photo-sharing app on mobile; the immediacy of Polaroid snapshots 
at the tips of your fingers and shared to those close to you. Nostalgia 

in your pocket.
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By 2015, Instagram allowed non-square photo uploads realizing the importance of how users’ 
photos were more likely in a rectangular format and how they had to use third-party apps to 
conform to the strict guides set by the platform (Cooper, 2020). As a flourishing service needing 
near constant sign-ups, user retention is key. Around the same time, the logo had gone through 
to its second major iteration, a slight departure from the instant camera inspiration to a 
simpler and flatter camera icon. By that time skeuomorphic design was on the decline and seen 
as old hat. To stay relevant and to keep up with its fluctuating exponential growth, Instagram’s 
logo had to adapt, a signal of things to come which will be discussed later.

It may seem the world has drastically changed, but this kind of technical shift has happened 
before. Instagram is only one example of a company using nostalgia to grab and hold attention 
or upend distribution channels. Take into account the 19th century art dealer, Paul Durand-
Ruel (1831-1922) pioneered a more direct gallery showing, connecting collectors and artists 
closely. “Along the way, he invented new ways of being an art dealer and new business models, 
as he survived bankruptcies, public indifference, critical ridicule, and other hardships” (Wilkin, 
2015). 

His artists were derided by the hierarchical Parisian Salon structure of the time—
Impressionism, a radical departure from established styles was seen as less distinguished; as 
it focused on modern life: cityscapes, landscapes, the growth of industrialization and familiar 
everyday activities such as women’s daily lives and a city’s nightlife. Due to the invention of 
the camera, Impressionism could depict things as they appeared to be and not just as they 
were realistically; as the photograph could reproduce them more faithfully. Thus, freeing 
Impressionists to experiment with styles and expression, as they saw it (Art Assignment, 2019).

Many of Durand-Ruel’s artists were on the brink of obscurity and poverty. In other words, he 
helped them become viral in the late 18th to early 19th century; niche works tethered to the 
individual rather than the technique or subject matter, gaining widespread popularity in the 
American and, later, European markets. The artists took the long-familiar aspects of domestic 
life and decontextualized them through their narratives to reach a new audience—a new 
distribution model.



The Digital Reproduction Revolution
The difference between traditional and digital art is easy to distinguish; the former starts as 
physical object (paint on canvas, a reel in a camera, etc.) constrained to our physical world; 
it has presence in time and space. While the latter has its home in the binary language of 
computers, forever mutable and changing. However, with the technological advances in both 
computer power and digital print, the line is becoming increasingly blurred—to the point 
illustrators will use skeuomorphic textures, distressing, or spills to bring a warmness and 
tactile element into their process. For example, Harry Tennant is such one illustrator using his 
experience as a screen printer to be a more efficient image-maker.

[...] he needs to be more precise with both his concepts and composition to 

make a successful image. Tennant took both the method and the aesthetic 

into Photoshop, stating that printmaking was not compatible with the speedy 

turnaround and numerous amendments of commissioned illustration, [...] then 

repeating the process when the client requests adjustments is not practically 

achievable, and has cost implications in relation to the fee for the job. (Black, 

2019) 

It’s easy to see why artists, especially commercially inclined artisans, 
would incorporate digital production into their craft. The benefit of 
digital speed makes sense to keep up with demand coupled with 
the familiarity of analog techniques is a win for content. Exactly 
how this essay’s accompanying illustrations use texture to soften 
and relate its content.

Instagram has pivoted from a photo-sharing to a video-centered 
app to compete with the likes of TikTok, the new darling 
and influential short-form video platform. Instagram will 
focus even more on video content, shopping, messaging and 
seemingly, creators, (Mosseri, 2021). As stated before, relevancy 
is at Instagram’s core and as it pivots from a photography to 
video platform, so must its users to stay chasing clout. “In 2017, 
Instagram influencers began leaving the platform, saying they 
were feeling depressed and discouraged. ‘’No one seems to be having 
any fun anymore on Instagram,’’ a contributor to the blog This Is Glamorous 
wrote at the time, (Lorenz, 2021).” A growing sentiment for lagging creators.

What is the Content of Art?
Tiktok introduced a new feature, in September 2020, where users can remix videos together 
referred as Stitching: 

“[...] allows users the ability to clip and integrate scenes from another user’s video 

into their own. Like Duet, Stitch is a way to reinterpret and add to another user’s 

content, building on their stories, tutorials, recipes, math lessons, and more. 

(TikTok, 2020).

Consider the Ship of Theseus, a thought experiment where Theseus’s ship, harbored near 
Athens, had all its planks and parts replaced one by one; would it be the same ship afterwards 
even if the form remained? Furthermore, if the “older” parts were taken and reassembled 



into a ship, would this one or the “newer” ship be the original? Here, reproduction in the 
Digital Age is a perfect analogue to the ship. Anything can be reproduced, either by hand, or 
digitally scanned. A copy of a copy of a copy. What happens when the art-object does not 
have an explicit original? This challenges the very concept of authenticity.

This unique existence of the work of art determined the history to which it 

was subject throughout the time of its existence. This includes the changes 

which it may have suffered in physical condition over the years as well as 

the various changes in its ownership. The traces of the first can be revealed 

only by chemical or physical analyses which it is impossible to perform on a 

reproduction; changes of ownership are subject to a tradition which must be 

traced from the situation of the original (McLaverty-Robinson & Benjamin, 

2013).

Walter Benjamin’s essay proposes reproduction was revolutionary as it caused the Art 
World to shift into an ideology of l’Art pour l’Art or art for art’s sake; an approach in where 
Art exists for itself, devoid of social functions, such as communicating experience or social 
commentary, or categorization since it was “pure” or superior to not have to deal with such 
minor things.

Art is then divorced from technique and composition; if a photographer can simply reprint 
negatives, authenticity is void and null—the art is made to be reproduced. Yet this ease of 
reproduction has devalued art in the layperson’s eyes; obscuring the years of training and 
mastery in wielding specialized tools. The focus now befalls the artist creating a narrative 
or mystique to lend authenticity to a piece. Just as in Durand-Ruel’s dealings, the artist’s 
individual outlook becomes the selling point. Consider the shredding of Banksy’s “Girl With 
Balloon” while at Sotheby’s auction (Pruitt-Young, 2021) for $1.4 million dollars. Did it 
originally sell due to the technique or the fact it was from an arguably renowned artist? -- 
And now, after the shredding stunt, it is set to sell at an even more exorbitant 5-8 million. It 
can be said digital art follows the same logic to a smaller degree. The technique behind it is a 
mystery to the those outside the Arts; so it becomes imperative the artist or content creator 
know how to sell themselves and their story. Fun fact, online calculators exist denoting an 
account’s worth; how much revenue a creator could feasibly charge a sponsor per post to 
hock a product. On Instagram for example, @maxcoutard is worth around $2.68 while @
jamesjeanart is worth $6,400 (Inkifi, 2022).

It can be argued, then, creating content (e.g. a video, an illustration, etc.) and having to 
rely on building a community to rise from the million pieces of content will influence 
the artist—context from the original piece is obfuscated to serve a new purpose: 
Engagement. 

“Spending hours shooting, editing, storyboarding, engaging with 

fans, setting up brand deals and balancing the many other 

responsibilities that come with being a successful content creator 

have taken a toll. Mr. Innanen, like so many Gen Z influencers 

who found fame in the last year, is burned out.” This is what 

awaits Instagram’s big and small creators (Lorenz, 2021). 

It is faster and more cost-efficient to reference the familiar 



and well-trodden if a creator wants the engagement needed to grow, similar to an illustrator 
mimicking older techniques to instantly foster a rapport with their audience—which can lead 
to formulaic content repeatedly.

Deceptive Design, Gamification Loops and 
Social Media
Developed in the 1930s, Skinner boxes were used in experiments in animal behavior; a 
controlled chamber in which external stimuli is lessened to train subjects in a Pavlovian 
manner to respond to specific triggers; all controlled by a computer interface (Colwill, 2021). 
A feedback loop is created when, for instance, a rat presses a lever and food falls out of 
chute; a content rat with a belly full of treats. And if the behavior is not wanted: a negative 
stimulus, e.g. an electric shock, is introduced, deterring the action in subsequent trials. What 
are Likes other than validation levers (positive feedback) represented by the heart symbol in 
an echo chamber? “They really do you love you and your art!” This kind of feedback loop is 
known as deceptive design.

Deceptive, or dark, design was coined by Harry Brignull in 2010. As a UX (user experience) 
specialist, he is undoubtedly well-suited to pointing out the problem—and 

how widespread it really is.

Deceptive design can be seen as a kind of Skinner box as it curtails a 
user’s behavior to one designated by the app or website. Negative 
feedback is introduced, either keeping the user engaged or 
funneled to the appropriate advertising partners, effectively tricking 
them into unwanted behavior(s). An example could be using guilt 
or FoMO (Fear of Missing Out) to get a user to download the official 

Reddit app over the myriad of alternatives (Szprink, 2022)—also 
known as the practice of Confirmshaming. The previous type of 

deceptive practice, “the act of guilting the user into opting into 
something. The option to decline is worded in such a way as to 
shame the user into compliance” (Brignull, 2022).

Friend Spam is another deceptive design tactic aimed to leverage 
a user’s contacts to provide a better or more desirable experience 

overall, only to spam the contacts with messages disguised as the 
original user. Imagine receiving a DM (direct message) from a friend 

telling you to check out this artist and sign up for the newsletter. You would be more inclined 
to proceed as it came from a trusted source. LinkedIn was fined $13 million in a class action 
suit for using that approach (Brignull, 2022). These are only a few deceptive practices 
outlined here; they are far more rampant than the average consumer would imagine them 
to be. “Using a web crawler, Princeton researchers investigated more than 11,000 shopping 
websites. They found 1,841 dark patterns on more than 11% of the sites or more than 1,200 
of them” (Smith, 2019). Ultimately, social media platforms have an incentive to keep its users 
engaged for longer periods of time and deceptive design is baked into the user experience.

Social Media Influence: Gambling, Skeuomorphism and Vanity
Take in consideration, TikTok, starting the For You Page, “[...] a stream of videos curated to 
your interests, making it easy to find content and creators you love. This feed is powered by 
a recommendation system that delivers content to each user that is likely to be of interest 
to that particular user” (TikTok, 2020), with an advertisement once the user loads into 
the app—a case for Disguised Ads; advertising made to look like another type of content, 
oftentimes mimicking the style, vernacular or aspirations of the targeted audience. Another 
infamous example of deceptive pattern was Instagram’s 2020 app redesign: the basic menu 
items, camera and notification center where swapped with the new shop and reels (their 
answer to TikTok’s videos) buttons; less than a year before the pivot to a majority video-
oriented platform. This Roach Motel practice takes in account years of muscle-memory 
into duping users into interacting the company’s new flagship product despite themselves 



(Vargas, 2020).

Furthermore, skeuomorphism even skews how a user perceives probability, therefore, cause 
and effect. In Meng et al’s 2021 study, the illusion of control over the outcome of events is 
aided by the familiarity of skeuomorphic digital slot machines as participants gambled $0.87 
more over than the ones dealing flat design counterparts. The study noted the preconceived 
reasoning participants held: how “fun” or more “comfortable” while playing or feeling they 
had more chances at winning; seeing it as a form of entertainment. Keep in the mind the 
skeuomorphic and flat design facsimiles were completely digital.

This dichotomous friction can only lead to poor mental self-image. Briefly touched upon 
earlier, the link between skeuomorphic elements can also tied into vanity; here defined as 
a fixation on personal achievement or goals, inflated to boost ego; creating a feedback loop 
when stimuli only reinforces the held beliefs of the subject. 

Both the achievement and appearance aspects of vanity are linked to 

consumption practices. Achievement vanity is more associated with marketing 

activities related to materialistic outlets, such as brand relationships and 

engagement, whereas appearance vanity is associated with social media usage. 

(Okazaki et al, 2021)

Meaning users are more likely to spend money in pursuit of a perceived gain in social status 
such as flouting a trip or being perceived as “in the know” or more desirable to their peers. 
Take in account the sheer number of videos teaching how to attain 1000 followers—10.5 
million on Youtube alone (Google, 2022)! Tapping into creators’ vanity truly is a net benefit 
for social media platforms; pitting them against each other while dangling the proverbial 
carrot to the lucky few as a way to keep the system in perpetual motion. 

Gamify Everything!
Feeding vanity impulses gives creators the illusion of control; spurred on by the gamification 
of platforms. Here the skeuomorphic elements are games themselves. Gamification can be 
a bit nebulous to define or pin down—video games utilize feedback loops to keep players 
engaged and rewarded; however they differ slightly to the ones explained prior—they tend 
to be a bit more tied to the game’s key mechanics; the rules governing a player’s actions 
and responses, where output (actions) are fed back into the game as an input (rewards), 
impacting the player’s future results (Brown, 2018). Brown further distinguishes 
between positive and negative feedback loops—we will now refer to positive 
loops as compound loops and negative ones as balance loops to help avoid 
confusion with Skinner feedback loops brought up earlier. 

Compound loops reinforce success with more success—or reward failure 
with more failure. For example, in chess, losing pieces can slowly contribute 
to a loss-state since the fewer pieces on the board, the fewer tactical options 
a player has at their disposal. Or RPGs (role-playing games) with mechanics 
centered on exploration and combat can reward a player accessing hidden 
areas with more powerful gear guarded by harder enemies, which in turn, 
contributes to the player leveling up and being able to access even more 
punishing foes and environmental obstacles. Rinse and repeat. Balance loops 
tend to, as the name suggests, balance out the successes and failures making 
for a fairer game experience. An example of this loop can be seen in Mario Kart; 
players in the back positions will have access to more powerful items (think of 
the Spiny Shell (blue shell) targeting whoever is in first place), giving lagging racers 
a chance to catch up.

Social media employs compound loops in their practices: boosting posts, engagement 



metrics, likes, check-ins, etc. Foursquare, founded in 2009, was arguably the first and biggest 
to mine gamification for its own gain. Starting as location-based app where users could 
“check-in” to real-world places thus earning points and badges which later appeared on their 
profiles; a scoreboard between friends—little to none advertising present. The company 
began to monetize the data collected by its users since the friendly competition aspect was 
devaluing the start-up. In 2014, it split into two apps after plummeting from an estimated 
$650 million (USD) in 2012−13 to around $250 million (USD) in 2015, (Chapman et al., 2021). 
The data from the apps sold to advertisers while users were served up branding evoking 
coins and old-school video game leader-boards, mayor-ships and crowns; awarding more 
coins depending on the user’s investment—all still disguised as friendly competition and 
community. Vanity comparison in as so many words.

When you start monetizing your content a lot of aspects like insights, views, 

etc. come into play. According to Vibely.io, a company catering to positively 

empower creators by centralizing their communities, 65 percent of creators 

said that one of their top stressors is changes to platforms’ algorithms. While 

creating content might be a fulfilling process but the work that goes behind 

making it viral [...] can bring in a lot of stress. (Jha, 2022)

According to Ian Bogost, author of “Gamification is Bullshit”, proposes that the 21st century 
coined term has little to do with games as a medium instead relying on how marketers and 
consultants grab superficial aspects of video games in a non-game context as a way to not 
only justify their services, but as a cure-all engagement metrics tool given to corporations’ 
profit margins. 

The consultant makes appeals to the client’s feelings of inadequacy, confusion, 

or weakness, then fills that imagined chasm with a pre-prepared or stock 

solution that can be tuned to oscillate on just the right wavelength to 

mesmerize the customer into submission. (Walz, 2014)

Gamification’s metrics, badges, scoreboards give the user a false 
sense of agency as the true control rests in the algorithm serving the 
platform, again, to create revenue in the long game. The platform 
becomes indispensable though the deceptive practice of gamification; 
solidifying subjectivity into quantifiable numbers—a constant in one’s 
pocket: “Each time this (lack of net connectivity) has obviously angered 
me and at the same time felt unreal. A thing taken for granted was no 
longer available, as if my apartment suddenly lacked a toilet, (Lövheim 
et al, 2013)”.

Therefore, gamification becomes another stress point of content 
creation—Art can be a form of personal identifier and coupled with 
the addictive instant feedback of gamification and possibility to 
monetize a creative outlet, it’s hard to give up on social media. As it is 
quite cheap and quick to start a new account, creators see the platform 
as the only venue for their work to reach a broader audience.

Possible Solutions and the future
We have seen how the digital world is shaping not only the art-object but the people 
producing it, leading to formulaic artwork and eventual burnout, so what is to be done? 



Especially when a content creator’s livelihood can be at stake. Older traditions have to be 
deconstructed, analyzed, then rebuilt to truly advance forward. Technology is a tool we can 
utilize—it does not have a consciousness to steer it. We all have to participate in its shaping; 
divorcing from private companies using our need for community to peddle materialistic values 
while selling our data to advertisers. After all, shouldn’t the lowly participants enjoy the fruits 
of their labour? An ethical platform would place a creator at the forefront, recognizing how 
their work fuels community from the bottom up. Tech start-ups do not own all the intellectual 
prowess of the world; the open nature of the internet has shown this repeatedly.

Humanity has an innate drive to share—from the prehistoric drawings of the Sulawesi caves 
in Indonesia (Marchant, 2016) to a teenager vlogging about their day—connecting us through 
more than 164,000 years of history. Communication is a constant, be it to distribute knowledge, 
a joke, experience or a recipe; wanting to relate or compare ourselves will not disappear—we 
hunger to be seen by others.  This hunger is co-opted by gamification, transformed into a 
prodding stick, used to motivate and ensnare creators in building long-reaching surface level 
relationships to keep the machine churning.

In Walker’s 2022 video, a content creator, he theorizes cultivating depth as opposed to reach 
can help mitigate the unsustainable gaze of viral attention. Depth refers to intentionally keeping 
an audience smaller but engaging with them on a more than surface level; creating work 
that speaks to others since it is a context-based piece of self-expression instead of content 
expressly made to cater to the ruling algorithm. It would be similar to patrons sustaining 
artists, a mutually beneficial relationship. This innovative approach lessens the high stakes of 
the deceptive model for a sustainable one; anxiety being reduced and easier to manage as the 
content creator will not be expected to “always be selling,” and focus on unique, exciting work.

One such innovation has been slowly bubbling: federated networks. Billed as an alternative 
to the current darkly patterned model, these networks—also known as the Fediverse—are 
interconnected servers hosting micro-blogging, photo-sharing, streaming, social media web 
services (King, 2021). There is little limit to the types of content the Fediverse can host. The 
best part, due to its design, the Fediverse is decentralized; quite comparable to how internet 
architecture was originally set up. Basically, anyone with server space and a bit of coding 
knowledge can set up a federated network and start their own social media node. 

Prominent alternatives to counter mainstream platforms already exist: for Twitter, Mastodon 
(mastodon.online) replaces tweets with toots; Pixelfed (pixelfed.org) mirrors Instagram; 
Peertube (joinpeertube.org) is what Youtube used to be; and Lemmy (lemmy.ml) is growing to 
compete with Reddit, the agglomerative content rating website, dubbed “the frontpage of the 
internet.” 

One of the key features of federation, it allows unfettered communication between nodes on 
separate servers to create a seamless and unified experience. Imagine each server as a worker 
bee, except the Queen has been deposed and the workers control all facets of the hive. The 
servers govern themselves; “each pod administrator has final say over the content hosted 
on their pod,” declare the Diaspora team, a Facebook alternative where administrators are 
empowered to remove content going against their guidelines and terms of service (Holloway, 
2018). Compare this to the centralized moderation process of the Zuckerberg monolith—
multilingual posts flagged by AI and reviewed by a handful of overwhelmed humans (Cox 
& Koebler, 2018)—and it is easy to see how federated nodes are swifter options. Another 
superpower—the ActivityPub, a standardized protocol, allows Fediverse server interaction 
between each other:

For example, there’s a YouTube clone called PeerTube that also implements 

ActivityPub. Because it speaks the same language as Mastodon, a Mastodon 

user can follow a PeerTube user. If the PeerTube user posts a new video, it will 

show up in the Mastodon user’s feed. The Mastodon user can comment on the 

PeerTube video directly from Mastodon. Think about that for a second. Any app 

https://mastodon.online/
https://pixelfed.org/
https://joinpeertube.org/
https://lemmy.ml/


that implements ActivityPub becomes part of a massive social network, one that 

conserves user choice and tears down walled gardens. Imagine if you could log 

into Facebook and see posts from your friends on Instagram and Twitter, without 

needing an Instagram or Twitter account. (Holloway, 2018)

Immediately, the need to adapt and stretch out a user’s attention and motivation is taken 
out the equation; they can simply concentrate on a smaller community and let cross-posting 
happen organically with little or no input—stress fades away on its own. 

Is the fediverse the ultimate solution? Of course not, with any technology comes the risk of 
abuse; however, it’s a step in the right direction as it allows users more agency: through being 
able to hide metrics, fostering a smaller, deeper community and transparency. The Fediverse 
operates on the fundamentals of open-source software; meaning anyone can copy, alter and 
improve the code and publish it online (Gnu Project, 2013). A return to form of a Utopian 
decentralized internet and Paul Valery’s democratic distribution of power.

Max Coutard, April 9th 2022
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